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Welcome
As you drive through the gates of Palácio Tangará, past an alley 

of Imperial Palms, you enter a world of classic elegance. São Paulo, 
Brazil’s pulsating capital of business and culture, is beyond the lush ferns 
of Burle Marx Park, but here our guests luxuriate in an oasis of tranquility. 
Palácio Tangará is the latest Oetker Collection Masterpiece hotel, offering 
refined European hospitality combined with the soul of Brazilian warmth.





Destination
São Paulo, one of the largest cities in the world and certainly one 

of the most dynamic, is bursting with Brazilian creativity. 
Revealing a vibrant life at the vanguard of style and culture, 

Sampa hosts a profusion of art and performance, offering a rich 
cultural scene and an array of entertainment options. The city’s 

cosmopolitan heritage has proved an inspiration for world acclaimed 
chefs and the continually evolving dining scene is outstanding. 

Burle Marx Park, that embraces Palácio Tangará, offers a contrasting 
glimpse of the rainforest, with marmosets playing in the tropical canopy.





Hotel
Palácio Tangará is remarkable for its green surroundings and airy 
spaciousness. It is designed for relaxation, a peaceful urban oasis 
in exhilarating São Paulo, with generous heated swimming pools, 
a fitness centre and elegant spa. The interiors have a true sense of 

place with local materials used to sophisticated effect and a striking 
collection of Brazilian art. Days are filled with natural light and 

evenings are embraced by classic elegance.





Accommodation
All our 141 guestrooms, including 59 suites, have balconies and 
refreshing green views where guests can relax with the scents and 

sounds of tropical Brazil. Interiors are defined by light and a generous 
spaciousness which encompasses the surrounding park. Each has an 
entrance hall adding to the style of a private home. The Brazilian 

design team has created rooms of discreet luxury and high personality, 
commissioning entirely bespoke furnishings. Finally our exceptional 

service and warm welcome will especially delight our guests.





ABOVE: Prestige Suite’s elegant private dining room and refined details 
RIGHT: Bespoke Brazilian furnishings



Dining
World renowned Chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten opens Palácio Tangará’s 
restaurants in a first for South America. His gastronomy, inspired by lighter 
Asian methods now combines a hint of Brazil brought to life by Executive 
Chef Pascal Valero and Chef Felipe Rodrigues. We present a sophisticated 
restaurant with an exclusive Chef ’s Table, all day dining lounge, pool bar, 

elegant wine cellar and a cocktail bar with a cosmopolitan rhythm. 
Vast windows embrace the tropical scenery infusing rooms with 

a refreshing energy, terraces are fringed by lush greenery.





ABOVE AND LEFT: Haute cuisine, Asian zest and a Brazilian twist 
LEFT: Chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten



ABOVE: The menu travels at a clip collecting inspiration from 
traditional France, exotic Asia to tropical Brazil 
LEFT: Greenery infuses this all-day restaurant with a refreshing energy



ABOVE: Sophistication and syncopation in our bar  
RIGHT: Spectacular images of nature bring

in a tropical-arty touch



Spa
The Flora Spa is a place of peaceful beauty where facials, 

body rituals and deft massages will nurture and awaken your senses. 
Interiors are inspired by the green surroundings; all six treatment rooms 

are spacious while Sisley phyto-cosmetology treatments are 
a natural partner. The heat and water oasis soothes limbs prior to 

treatment and a spa garden, shaded by ferns and palms, invites guests 
to relax and absorb the transformative effects of their therapy.



ABOVE: Naturally beautiful therapy 
RIGHT: An oasis of spacious serenity 



Events
For your most prestigious events, Palácio Tangará is absolutely unique 

in São Paulo. The lush gardens and classic elegance of the hotel are a gift 
for stylish weddings or fashion shows. Our nine light, energising 

spaces keep business minds sharp and may dispose of a grand terrace,                         
where you can literally brush your fingertips 

along the tropical greenery of Burle Marx Park. Events will be managed 
seamlessly with the refined European hospitality of the Oetker Collection.





ABOVE: Exquisite attention to detail by a team dedicated to excellence 
RIGHT:  A refreshing elegant angle in São Paulo



ABOVE: Bright energising spaces keep minds sharp
RIGHT: Peaceful green surroundings maintain focus
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